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GOV. ROY COOPER,
PLEASE STAND UP TO DUKE ENERGY!

DUKE ENERGY IS TRYING TO CHOKE OUR GROWING SOLAR POWER INDUSTRY – SO IT CAN BUILD 50 FRACKED GAS UNITS...

AND KEEP RAISING OUR RATES!

Solar energy helps us all by putting low-cost power on the grid, cutting climate pollution and adding good jobs. But Duke Energy “leaders” are trying to undermine our rooftop solar industry – the only competition to Duke’s monopoly control.

No wonder the state’s rooftop solar companies vigorously oppose Duke’s scheme – and 53 nonprofits are standing with them.

TELL GOV. COOPER TO PROTECT ROOFTOP SOLAR:
Stop Duke Energy from choking our growing solar industry and making the climate crisis worse.

919-535-4893  contactgov@nc.gov  @NC_Governor

Contact Gov. Cooper – SAVE NC SOLAR.com

TAG YOUR POSTS: #StopDukeEnergy  #SaveNCSolar
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